DEMO: Human Activity Analysis Using Pose Recognition
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Abstract—The demo is part of a system for multi-parameter monitoring of production machinery (technical state, operating conditions, personnel actions). In this demo, we develop a video service for human activity recognition for monitoring working personnel. The service implements neural networks to recognize the pose as skeleton and its movement.

Tracking the actions of employees at industrial monitoring enterprises is an important and urgent task in our time. Unlike conventional human silhouette recognition, posture recognition allows you to determine the position of individual body parts in space.

The basic task of recognizing person’s activity can be considered the recognition of his skeleton. The interpretation of the results obtained can be used to determine the interaction of the operator with other objects in the enterprise (people or machinery) to monitor personnel and provide timely assistance in the event of unforeseen circumstances.

The human activity recognition, in turn, has a number of problems. The problem of filtering out false positives among several suggested poses is assessed in [1]. The authors propose an approach aimed at the problem of imprecise values of the validity of the CNN application, which is also used for the final assessment of a person’s posture.

Implementation of human activity recognition can be used in different video surveillance applications, e.g., monitoring what employees doing inside the factory territory, checking space near dangerous machines for a safety violation, examine outside for actions from potential intruders.

Human pose analysis is needed to find the person’s skeleton to correlate actions with the pose. The method used in this work labels actions based on differences between seen and target (for a particular action) angles between limbs.

There exist more general methods [2]. They tuned to evaluate human actions directly from the images. Unfortunately, such methods would require a lot of images to learn a new pose, while the method used in this work will need only the simple description with new angles, though it may not be as accurate or even work with complex actions.

The simplicity of adding new poses to the classifier opens possibilities to create tailored solutions for non-ordinary actions, specific to particular deployment, without needs to capture a large dataset.

For an example, if you bend your knees 90 degrees and your hip also 90 degrees to your body you are most likely sitting. Fig. 1 shows the service recognizing that man in the image is sitting with a probability of 0.83 and standing with 0.16.

Our demo implementation uses neural network PoseNet [3], developed by Google, to find and map a person on an image. Then method that corresponds mapped person joints to the particular action used. Moreover, this demo shows how the system works with single images and/or video streams. The high-level service architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

At first, a given image (or frame from a video stream) come into the neural network. The network then returns multiple probabilities of body parts. After postprocessing, or interpretation, of this results system will have list of joints with discreet coordinates. In the next step, the joints would be combined into body parts (e.g., hand, elbow and shoulder form arm together) and features based on their relative position would be counted. As the final step these features would be used to calculate what action the person performs.
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